Stardate 10105.27



Host Mikey says:
<<< Resume Europa Mission, Stardate 10105.27, 20:06 Eastern >>>

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: The Halcyc's nanobots are working on repairing the damage to the hull of the Hudson.. the internal damage, however, still requires manual intervention.

FCO_Felhaber says:
@::in the Europa transporter room getting ready to transport over to the Hudson::

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: stares intently at the sensors and wants to phaser something out of impatience ::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::In the big chair on the Europa scanning the latest report.::

Host AXO_Taylor says:
::Sitting in his ready room ready the repair reports::

TO_Logan says:
::is back on the Hudson, in her quarters about to report to the Bridge::

FCO_Felhaber says:
::beams over to the Hudson and reports to his post on the bridge::

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@::sitting back in the Europa's second chair, watching events unfold::

CTO_Nimitz says:
FCO: Welcome back Lt

FCO_Felhaber says:
CTO: Thank you, sir.

FCO_Felhaber says:
::sits down at the helm and surveys the information on the monitors::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ Ens Ling: Ensign Ling, please prepare a Class five reconnaissance probe.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ ::glances at Alara but says nothing::

CTO_Nimitz says:
::checks some information on the OPS console and goes back to the center chair::

Host AXO_Taylor says:
::Walks out of the ready room:: All: Report.

TO_Logan says:
::leaves her quarters and enters a TL::  TL:  Bridge.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ TO/SFI: Do either of you have anything new to report? ::hopeful expression on her face.::

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ ::shakes head:: CSO: Nothing from me I'm afraid, Lieutenant. Everything seems to point to us being in a reactive position now.

TO_M`Tor says:
@ CSO: Lieutenant ... I have an idea to slow down the fleet once more

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: whispers :: Self: I hope

CTO_Nimitz says:
::stands up and gives a PADD to Lt Taylor:: AXO: Repairs are going as scheduled... main power first, then tactical and Life support. Nanobots are repairing the hull, engineering teams are repairing internal systems

TO_Logan says:
::the TL stops at the Bridge and she exits and heads toward her post::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Turns to face M'Tor better.:: TO: Really? What's that? ::tries not to get excited, but it's showing in her voice anyway.::

FCO_Felhaber says:
OPS: The helm is functioning normally and repairs to navigation systems are underway, sir.

TO_M`Tor says:
@ CSO: I'd like to send the Captain's Yatch towards the fleet ... FULL of Anti-Matter from the Storage Pods... We try to sneak it in their perimeter and .... Detonate

Host AXO_Taylor says:
CTO: Very good, Lt. FCO: Very well, and Welcome Back Lt. ::Takes the PADD::

FCO_Felhaber says:
OPS: Thank you, sir.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::almost chokes:: TO: Mr. M'Tor, would a regular shuttle suffice?

Host CSO_Rya says:
@:: Looks at Jim to see how he reacted to M'Tor's statement.::

TO_M`Tor says:
@ CSO: Perhaps a few shuttles then Lt. The more the better.

Host AXO_Taylor says:
::Sits in the Big Chair [tm]:: TO_Logan: Open a channel to the Europa.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ ::frowns a little:: CSO/TO: It wouldn't work.

TO_Logan says:
AXO:  Aye Sir  ::opens a channel to the Europa::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ SFI: Oh?

Host AXO_Taylor says:
COMM: Europa: CSO: How are repairs going on over there, Lt?

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: looks at LtCmdr West ::

CTO_Nimitz says:
::sits in the second big chair:: *CEO_Ficsit*: How are the repairs going?

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ ::shrugs:: TO: THey were able to track us from lightyears away moving at maximum speed. The shuttle isn't half as fast and relatively unarmed. It could never get close enough.

Host Mikey says:
Repair info:
Europa is almost at 100%.. engineers are finishing diagnostics on all systems now.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@COMM: Hudson: AXO: They're progressing nicely Lt.  We're also preparing a Class five probe to try and get a better idea of what's heading for us.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Sends the most recent updates over to the Hudson marked for Taylor's attention.::

FCO_Felhaber says:
::quietly listens to the exchange between Taylor and Rya::

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
*CTO Nimitz*: Sir, with the Halcyc's help we should finish repairs within the hour. We're finishing diagnostics on the shields and weapons now, warp drive will take another 45 minutes, sir.

TO_M`Tor says:
@ SFI: Perhaps we need to find a way to cloak them.. just long enough...

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ TO: Who's going to fly it out there?

Host AXO_Taylor says:
COMM:Europa:CSO: Very Good, Lt Rya. I want you to coordinate the results of the scan of the probe with Ensign Logan.

CTO_Nimitz says:
*CEO*: Very well, Mr. Ficsit. Please rememeber that we have 1.5 hours until the Dominion fleet is here

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ TO: Thank you for suggesting the idea ensign M'Tor, but I'm inclined to agree with Commander West on this one.

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
*CTO Nimitz*: Aye sir. Perhaps we should not abandon the ship as we did last time; if we face more attacks we'll need all the help we can get.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@COMM:Hudson:AXO: Understood Lt. Taylor. Ensign Ling will work with her.

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: nods :: CSO: I shall find another option the Lt... :: whispers :: Somehow...

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Smiles at the klingon.:: TO: I'm sure you will. You always do.

CTO_Nimitz says:
*CEO*: I appreciate the suggestion, I bring it to Lt Taylor's attention.

Host AXO_Taylor says:
COMM:Europa: CSO: Keep me posted on ideas on how to slow the Dominion Fleet.

CTO_Nimitz says:
AXO: Shields and weapons almost ready, 45 minutes to get warp according to the CEO.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@::watches the counter tick down::

Host AXO_Taylor says:
::Looks at the CTO:: CTO: CTO, Tell the CEO I want Warp in 30 Minutes.

CTO_Nimitz says:
AXO: Has the Europa any ideas on slowing the fleet down already?

FCO_Felhaber says:
Ops: Sir, should I report to engineering and assist in the repairs?

FCO_Felhaber says:
::swivels in his seat to face Lt. Taylor::

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: looks at the sensors of the immediate area ::

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
ACTION: FCO Felhaber continues swirling and swirls around to face the (still-broken) viewscreen.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::sighs under her breath.:: COMM: Hudson: AXO: Will do.  ::turns around again.:: TO: Why don't you send your idea over to the CTO on the Hudson? Maybe it will help us all think of something.

FCO_Felhaber says:
::grabs hold of the helm console:: uhmm...

CTO_Nimitz says:
::smiles at the order:: AXO: You're enjoying this, aren't you? *CEO*: We need warp in 30 minutes, Mr Ficsit, no excuses

Host CSO_Rya says:
@<Ensign Ling> CSO: Sir, the probe is ready.

Host AXO_Taylor says:
FCO: Head down and see if you can lend a hand.  But Report in 30 minutes intervals.

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
*CTO Nimitz*: If you want to go to warp in 30 minutes, I suggest you go to the shuttlebay. Uhhh, sir.

FCO_Felhaber says:
::carefully gets out of his seat:: Ops: Aye, sir.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ ::fiddles with his earring and looks at the viewscreen:: CSO: I can go back.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@:: Gives the order to launch the probe.::

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: nods :: CSO: Ay Lt.. :: transmits the information ::

FCO_Felhaber says:
::leaves the bridge and heads down to engineering::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Turns to face Jim and asks in a low voice,:: SFI: Where? Back to the Dominion fleet?

FCO_Felhaber says:
::looks around for the Chief Engineer::

TO_Logan says:
::double checks to see if all weapons are up to and beyond Federation standards::

CTO_Nimitz says:
*CEO*: If I have to go to the shuttlebay, I'll make sure you go to warp inside a torpedo

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ ::nods:: CSO: I have the Revenant. She's designed for stealth. We have nothing else that is.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::nods at Ensign Ling's confirmation that the probe was launched, but doesn't turn away from Jim.:: SFI: What do you think the odds of such a mission succeeding are?

Host AXO_Taylor says:
TO_Logan: Ensign, take the helm.

FCO_Felhaber says:
::finds something to do down in engineering, assisting in the repairs of the navigational systems::

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ ::just shrugs::

TO_Logan says:
AXO:  Aye Sir ::does what is asked::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@:: Frowns.:: SFI: I'd prefer to wait for the telemetry from the probe before asking you to sacrifice yourself for something that may or may not do a blessed thing.

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: mumbles to himself about throwing rocks or something ::

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
::mimics the CTO's voice:: They want warp in 30 minutes.. but do they want the ship to remain in one piece..

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ CSO: You and I know that probe isn't going to make it back. If it were us, we'd never let it get back.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ SFI: Unless that fleet heading towards us is friendly.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ CSO: You think that's likely?

Host AXO_Taylor says:
CTO: Is there a problem?

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ SFI: That's what we're trying to determine. We don't know that the Alpha Quadrant fleet wasn't successful. I'm not ready to give up hope.

FCO_Felhaber says:
::working on stabilizing the navigational sensors::

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ CSO: Nor I, Lieutenant. If I don't report back, you'll *know* it's bad. If it isn't bad, who better to have there? A probe, or a representative of the Federation?

CTO_Nimitz says:
::points at the really comfortable XO chair he is sitted:: AXO: Beside that I need one of this at TAC, there's no problem sir.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Bites her lip.:: SFI: Let's give the probe a chance. If we don't start getting telemetry back shortly then we'll run your plan by Lt. Taylor.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Grips the chair arm and wonders how Captain Senn has managed to stay so composed through this whole mess.::

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ CSO: How soon do you expect telemetry? ::looks at the chrono under the viewscreen::

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: monitors the progress of the probes and looks at the data to see what's up ahead ::

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
::starts to bring the warp core online, keeping his fingers crossed::

CMO_Gordon says:
@::exits the main lounge and heads for turbolift::

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
ACTION: Systems start to overload in Engineering.. fire supression forcefields are NOT activating automatically.

FCO_Felhaber says:
*Bridge* Sir, we've got a problem down here in Engineering....

FCO_Felhaber says:
::hopes that rerouting power from the phaser array to the navigational sensors did not trigger the overload::

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
::trying to fight a fire with a hand held suppression tank::

Host AXO_Taylor says:
*FCO*: Explain.

FCO_Felhaber says:
*Bridge* Systems are overloading down here and the fire suppressions systems are not working.

FCO_Felhaber says:
::runs and grabs a hand held firefighting unit and goes loco on a blaze::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ SFI: Give it a few more minutes Commander.

CMO_Gordon says:
::enters turbolift:: Computer: Bridge.

Host AXO_Taylor says:
CTO: Go down and give them a hand.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ ::smiles:: CSO: At the lady's prerogative of course.

Host AXO_Taylor says:
*CEO*: Status Report!

CTO_Nimitz says:
::walks to the Engineering console on the bridge:: *FCO,CEO*: I'm activating it from here. I'll be down there in a minute.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ SFI: Flattery won't make me send you on a suicide run.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::smiles::

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
::taps badge:: *Thunder*: Agent Thunder, report to the Annex bay and prep the Revenant. Wake Shard up too. West out.

CTO_Nimitz says:
AXO: yes sir ::walks into the TL::

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ ::smiles even wider:: CSO: What will? Flowers?

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
Telemetry from the probe: It is the Alpha Quadrant fleet.. 16 ships.. some of them resemble known class ships (Defiant, Prometheus), some do not..

TO_M`Tor says:
@ CSO: Lt.. The Fleet looks like Alpha Quadrant ships... Well almost...

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
*AXO Taylor*: Sir, I was bringing the warp core online and some systems overloaded.. I'm going to have to start from scratch, as soon as we get this fire under control.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::grins at him:: SFI: Nope, now why don't you make yourself useful and help M'Tor.

CTO_Nimitz says:
::exits the TL and walks toward FCO and CEO:: CEO&FCO: What's the problem here?

TO_M`Tor says:
@:: frowns at the unknown classes ::

CMO_Gordon says:
@::exits the turbolift and steps onto the bridge and looks around::

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ ::overhears:: CSO: I don't think he needs it anymore... ::smiles in relief::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ TO: Does it? ::Get's excited and walks over to look at the data over M'Tor's shoulder.::

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
::overrides a diagnostic error and brings the fire suppression system online. The fires are put out almost immediately.

FCO_Felhaber says:
::soot covered:: CTO: Right in front of you...  ::referring to the fire in front of him::

FCO_Felhaber says:
::drops his hand held unit::

CMO_Gordon says:
@::finds a station to stand beside::

Host AXO_Taylor says:
*CEO*: Damage? and How long Now until the Warp Core is online?

CTO_Nimitz says:
::overhears CEO report to AXO:: FCO&CEO: All right, I activated the secondary fire suppression system from the bridge. Try again now

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: points to the monitor :: CSO: Here and here... and over here we have .. something else Ma'am... :: frowns :: 16 ships in all

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
::walks up beside M'tor and looks over the telemetry::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ COMM:Hudson:AXO: Lt. Taylor, we have telemetry from the probe indicating the fleet heading towards us may be friendly

Host CSO_Rya says:
@TO: Please transmit this data over to the Hudson. I want them to see what we're seeing.

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
*AXO Taylor*: Sir, I don't know. Hopefully the fire didn't do too much damage. I'll have to get back to you. Ficsit out.

CMO_Gordon says:
@ ::remembers this is first time on a Nebula class bridge, tours the bridge::

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: looks at Lt Rya :: CSO: Aye Lt :: transmitts information ::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ TO/SFI: Well, what do you gentlemen think we're seeing?

Host AXO_Taylor says:
COMM:Europa: CSO: That is the only good news I have heard all day.

CTO_Nimitz says:
CEO: Nice to meet you Mr Ficsit, how would you like your escape pod? White or black?

CMO_Gordon says:
@ ::walks over to operations and observes::

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@CSO: At the risk of sounding optimistic, I think it's the cavalry.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@COMM:Hudson:AXO: Don't get your hopes up yet. We still haven't sorted through it all. Ens. M'Tor's transmitted the data to you.

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: frowns :: CSO: It looks like a fleet, smells like a fleet .. must be a fleet :: chuckles ::

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
CTO Nimitz: A Klingon planning on abandoning the ship? I must be dreaming.. uhh, sir.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::smiles at Jim:: SFI: I'd love to believe that, but I don't think I'll breath easy till we can confirm it. Do you still feel like a reconnaissance mission?

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Laughs at M'Tor's statement.::

CMO_Gordon says:
@ ::walks suspiciously over to science station::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ TO: I thought you were suspicious of everything?

CTO_Nimitz says:
CEO: I was referring to your *pod*: White is quantum torpedo, black is photon. Choose what you want.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ CSO: The ship's prepped by now.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Nods:: SFI: Prepare to head out. I just want to run this by Lt. Taylor first.

FCO_Felhaber says:
::still assisting where needed in engineering::

Host AXO_Taylor says:
COMM: Europa: CSO: Prepare to tow us and the Halcyc ship.

CTO_Nimitz says:
CEO&FCO: Now, let's work on this crap, before the JH get to us.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@COMM: Hudson: AXO: Lt., Commander West has volunteered to scout ahead to confirm that the fleet is friendly.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ CSO: I'll be ready.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
*MJ*: Mary, is the Revenenat prepped?

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: nods :: CSO: The scouting assignment shall confirm or deny are suspicions Lt.

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
CTO Nimitz: I've always been impressed by the sheer destructive power of the quantum torpedo.. now, do you want me to get warp online, or are we going to talk all day?

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Nods to Jim:: SFI: Good luck. COMM:Hudson:AXO: Aye sir.

CMO_Gordon says:
@ ::presses a few buttons on the science panel::

Host AXO_Taylor says:
COMM: Europa: CSO: Using What?

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ <Thunder> *SFI*: Yes sir. Should I go ahead and raise it to the bay.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@COMM:Hudson: AXO: He's taking the Revenenat.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ *MJ*: Yes, go ahead. I'll meet you in the shuttlebay. West out.

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
::walks toward an access corridor and begins his work::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Notices the CMO:: CMO: Hello doctor.

CTO_Nimitz says:
::blinks:: CEO: it's what I said like 3 seconds ago.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ ::turns and heads for the lift:: TL: Shuttlebay 1

Host AXO_Taylor says:
COMM: Europa: CSO: Only if he takes 2 Type 11 Shuttles with him  for support.

TO_M`Tor says:
@ : SFI: Commander shall we load up some anti-matter in your ship .. just in case? :: smiles ::

CTO_Nimitz says:
CEO: Shields and weapons are ready, what about main power?

Host AXO_Taylor says:
COMM:Europa: CSO: I don't want to lose anyone else.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
::holds the doors open:: TO: No thanks. ::chuckles:: She's got her own bombs.

CMO_Gordon says:
@ ::turns attention:: CSO: Ah, hello Ma’am.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::REB, and here Jim thought the AXO didn't like him...:: COMM:Hudson: AXO: Agreed. We'll make the preparations and send them on their way ASAP.

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: chuckles :: SFI: Good !

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ TL:  Doors close. Descend.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ TO: Can you take care of Lt. Taylor's orders?

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
::puts away his brave face and contemplates getting himself and two other people killed::

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: nods :: CSO: Relaying message to shuttlebay Lt. Both shuttles will be ready to depart with Commander West.

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
CTO Nimitz: Main power is holding at 70%.. when we get warp online, that should increase to 90%.

Host AXO_Taylor says:
TO_Logan: Patch me through to the Major.

CMO_Gordon says:
@ ::gets one last look around and gives science 1 back to crewman and enters the turbolift::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Smiles briefly at the CMO as she heads back to the big chair.:: TO: Excellent. Thank you.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ ::steps out of the lift and jogs across the bay climbing in to the Revenant::

TO_Logan says:
AXO:  Yes Sir  :;does what is asked::

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ MJ: Is she ready?

CMO_Gordon says:
@ ::nods at the CSO as entering the turbolift::

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ <MJ> She's hot sir. Ready to launch.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Sees the CMO entering the turbolift and glances at M'Tor:: TO: Did he say if he needed something?

Host AXO_Taylor says:
COMM: Major: Sir, your status?

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ MJ: Take her out. ::glances out the window at the Phasma lying in ruins on the side of the bay:: Let's hope we do better than the last guy that had this job.

FCO_Felhaber says:
CEO & CTO: Sir, I have the navigational sensors back online.

FCO_Felhaber says:
::somewhat dirty from the smoke::

CMO_Gordon says:
@ Computer: Deck 5.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ <MJ> ::lifts the ship from the deck and quickly breaks from the shuttlebay::

CTO_Nimitz says:
CEO: Ok, then the key is the warp system. What do you we have to work on first?

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: shakes head :: CSO: The CMO ? No .. he was very quiet Lt.

Host Major_Selicept says:
$COM: Hudson: Lieutenant, we are holding steady. Shortly after your probe returned telemetry on the probe I regained contact with the AQ fleet. They are heading towards us and they will escort us back to the wormhole.

CMO_Gordon says:
@ ::exits turbolift and sees a deck map::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Shrugs:: TO/Ens. Ling: Ensign M'Tor, please prepare to tractor the Hudson and Halcyc ship. Ensign Ling, please lend him any assistance he may require.

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
FCO Felhaber: Excellent work Lieutenant. I need some help with the warp core, it's locked into a safety diagnostic. I'm trying to override.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ <MJ> ::rolls the runabout and swoops under the nacelle, pulling away from the Europa at full impulse before jumping to warp and disappearing from sensors::

TO_M`Tor says:
@ CSO: Tractor beam ready Lt. :: monitors transfer of power to the tractor emitters ::

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ <Shard> ::sits in the BlackBox module, running the sensor dampening equipment::

Host AXO_Taylor says:
*CEO/CTO/FCO*: We are going to get tractored from the Europa.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ TO: Please let the Hudson know that we're ready and will activate the beams on their orders. ::turns back around to stare at the starfield through the viewscreen::

CMO_Gordon says:
@ ::reads off map and heads for sickbay::

FCO_Felhaber says:
::scratches forehead::  CEO: Sir, why not just pull the plug?  Turn it on and then off, that way the diagnostic can be overriden.  But I don't know much about warp cores so bare with me.  ::grins::

TO_M`Tor says:
@ COM: Hudson: AXO: We're ready with Tractors Lt. Please advise when you are ready we will proceed then.

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
::blinks and hopes he was joking:: FCO: On second though, perhaps you can work on the viewscreen on the Bridge..

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ <Shard> SFI: We're dark now sir. En route.

FCO_Felhaber says:
CEO: Oh... yes, sir.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ ::looks over his shoulder and nods then goes back to co-piloting::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Gets an angry comm from the shuttlebay, it seems Cmder West didn't wait for the shuttlecraft before taking off.::

CTO_Nimitz says:
::walks to the emergency power console and checks power output, shuts down impulse engines and directs the energy to the Main Power grid::

Host AXO_Taylor says:
COMM:TO:Go ahead

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: activates tractor beam ::

Host AXO_Taylor says:
TO_Logan: Watch our tow speed.

FCO_Felhaber says:
CEO: Sir, I'm a pilot, not an engineer.  

TO_Logan says:
AXO:  Aye Sir.  ::monitors the tow speed::

CMO_Gordon says:
@ ::enters the sickbay and sees the midnight shift crew::

TO_M`Tor says:
@ CSO: Ready to warp Lt. :: verifies tractor beam integrity :: Tractor beam is stable.

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
FCO: You had cross-department training, didn't you?

FCO_Felhaber says:
CEO: Only the basics, sir.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@::tugs on his uniform tunic to smooth it:: Shard: Arm the rollpod and warm up the phasers. Thunder: When you're ready, Agent Thunder, take us out of warp.

FCO_Felhaber says:
::wipes his hand on his tunic, leaving a lovely smudge::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Frowns and checks the sensors to see how far West has gotten and sighs.::  TO: Thank you. Did anyone mention to West that two shuttlecrafts were going with him?

TO_M`Tor says:
@ CSO: Frowns.. I believe the Ensign in the Shuttlebay was supposed to mention it to him Lt.

CMO_Gordon says:
@ ::goes into office and sits down on deluxe chair::

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@<Thunder> SFI: Yes sir... ::cuts the nacelles and slips the ship out of warp near the intercept point::

CTO_Nimitz says:
::walks back to center of the room where FCO and CEO are:: CEO: Stop the interrogatory and start working on the warp system, will you?

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ COMM: Hudson: AXO: We're ready to go to warp on your command, also, there appears to have been a communications snafu and Cmder. West left without escort.

Host AXO_Taylor says:
::Pulls on his new Jacket, and looks on the Tactical display on the Chair:: COMM:Europa: CSO: Did you just say that West left without an escort?

CMO_Gordon says:
@ ::sees crewman Johnny come in::

FCO_Felhaber says:
CTO: Aye, sir!  ::hops to it and helps an engineer with whatever he is doing::

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
::finishes the diagnostics and brings the warp core online... everything is fine::
*AXO Taylor*: Sir, warp engines should be online within 30 minutes.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ Shard: Open hailing frequencies. Active Federation frequencies only.

CMO_Gordon says:
@ CMJohnny: Ah good evening Johnny, how have you been?

Host CSO_Rya says:
::Glances at M'Tor and then sighs and turns the comm back on.:: COMM: Hudson: AXO: Yes, I did. Apparently  Ensign Smith neglected to inform the commander of his escort.

Host AXO_Taylor says:
*CEO*: Very Well, Chief, Good job, and tell your crew that also.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ COMM AQ: Approaching vessels, this is Lieutenant Commander West of the Starfleet Intelligence vessel, Revenant. Please respond.

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
::crew..? what crew.. he did it all himself::

CMO_Gordon says:
<CMJohnny> @ CMO_Gordon: Ah hello doctor, I haven't been feeling pretty well, I keep getting this what seems to be a migraine or headache that keeps bothering me the past week.

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: reviews in detail the scans from the probes ::

Host AXO_Taylor says:
COMM:Europa:CSO: Please inform Ensign Smith to see me when his duty shift is over. ::Is agitated::

CMO_Gordon says:
@ ::takes out tricorder and scans Johnny:: CMJohnny: Has it been distrupting you from your work?

CTO_Nimitz says:
::pats CEO's back:: CEO: Well done, I may let you take a real pod after all. ::walks to the TL::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@COMM: Hudson: AXO: Will do. ::decides to change the subject:: Shall we engage the warp drive Lt. Taylor?

CMO_Gordon says:
<CMJohnny> @ CMO_Gordon: Yes, doctor, infact it even sometimes stops me from sleeping.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ ::signals Shard to send the comm again::

Host AXO_Taylor says:
COMM:Europa:CSO: Engage. ::Is ready to blow up Ensign Smith::

CMO_Gordon says:
CMJohnny: Well, Johnny, it appears you are correct about the migraine. Here, this will help. ::ejects fluids into Johnny from hypo::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Winces at Walter's voice and is glad she's not Smith, although really, shouldn't she take care of disicplining him, well never mind that.:: AFCO: Engage.

CMO_Gordon says:
@ CMJohnny: Well Johnny, try and limit your exposure to excessive light and sound pollution. Get some more sleep for tonight and you'll be a better man the next morning.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::realizes she forgot something as the FCO stares at her.:: AFCO: err, warp eight.

CMO_Gordon says:
<CMJohnny> @ CMO_Gordon: Thank you doctor, I'll be on my way. ::returns to engineering::

CMO_Gordon says:
@ ::nods and closes tricorder and updates medical file of crewmember Johnny::

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: drums his fingers on the console :: Self: We need a few more minutes.. how can we slow them down...

Host CEO_Ficsit says:
::watches the warp drive as they jump to warp::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ COMM: Revenant: Commander West please check in.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ COMM: Revenant: What is your status?

Host AXO_Taylor says:
::Gets up and starts pacing::

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: checks the Revenant position on TAC scanners ::

Host AQ_Fleet says:
%COM: Revenant: This is Captain Kim, we are en route. We should reach you in 60 minutes.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ ::sighs:: Self: We're supposed to be stealth... she wants me to answer?

CTO_Nimitz says:
::enters the bridge and takes his seat:: AXO: Everything solved down there, but I don't like that CEO, he's a little bad tempered

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ ::sits up quickly::  COMM AQ: Captain! It's encouraging to hear a friendly voice. We will be here to recieve you when you get here sir.

CMO_Gordon says:
@ ::puts tricorder on belt and heads for turbolift::

Host AXO_Taylor says:
CTO: It doesn't matter, as long as he gets the job done.

CMO_Gordon says:
@ Computer: Bridge.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@:: Stares at the stars streaking by and wonders when, if, she'll see Drayan again.::

FCO_Felhaber says:
::arrives on the bridge and heads to the helm::

Host AXO_Taylor says:
CTO: You have the bridge. I'll be in my ready room.

CMO_Gordon says:
@ ::exits the turbolift and walks onto the bridge to the science station, nods at CSO::

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ ::turns:: Shard: Open a channel to the Europa. I have good news for them. ::smiles::

TO_Logan says:
::returns to Tactical after FCO Felhaber returns to the helm::

Host AXO_Taylor says:
::Walks into the ready room agitated that this incident happened.::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@::Realizes West was in stealth mode and groans at her mistake.:: CMO: It's good to see you again Doctor. Do you have any news on the XO's condition?

CTO_Nimitz says:
::after RR door's closed:: Self: It'll matter when I fire him to the JH

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ COMM Europa: This is Commander West. I have good news...

FCO_Felhaber says:
::looks over the helm, noting the readouts::

TO_M`Tor says:
@ :: hopes there's no Bad news attached to the good news ::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Perks up:: COMM: Revenant: SFI: Really?

Host AXO_Taylor says:
*CTO*: Oh one more thing. Get my Viewscreen Fixed!

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ COMM Europa: Yes Alara. We've got an hour to make the Europa pretty for our guests. Use Federation colors.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Patches West's comm over to the Hudson so they can here this as well.::

CMO_Gordon says:
CSO: Ah yes, the XO, he is still in coma, I have my crew taking care of him.

Host AXO_Taylor says:
::Starts going over Ensign Smith's File::

CTO_Nimitz says:
FCO: I though you were going to fix that viewscreen

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ COMM: Revenenat: SFI: That's the best news I've heard since we arrived here Jim. ::smiles broadly.::

FCO_Felhaber says:
CTO: Sir, we need to replicate the exterior panels.  

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ COMM Europa: I'm glad to deliver it then. We're coming back in now. Leave the lights on for us. ::smiles in the screen:: Revenant out.

FCO_Felhaber says:
CTO: The Chief Engineer told me that he had more important things to do, sir.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ MJ: Take us home, Mary-Jane.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ <MJ> ::turns the ship around and jumps to warp::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ ::Unpatches the comm from the Hudson:: COMM: Revenant: How about a round of pool to celebrate when this is done?

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ COMM: Hudson: AXO: Did you copy Commander West's message?

CTO_Nimitz says:
FCO: Tell the CEO this is important and tell him to send some engineer with the panels to fix it.

FCO_Felhaber says:
CTO: Yes, sir.

Host AXO_Taylor says:
::Hits the computer padd:: COMM:Europa:CSO: I did. That sounds good.  I want to see West in my Ready Room when he gets back.

FCO_Felhaber says:
*CEO* Sir, the Chief Tactical Officer just told me to tell you to send an engineer to the bridge with replicated panels to fix the viewscreen... sir.

SFI_LtCmdr_West says:
@ ::smiles at the sight of the Europa looming in the screen as the Revenant slips out of warp::

Host CSO_Rya says:
@:: Sincerely hopes Walter's not going to blame Jim for the communications error.::

TO_M`Tor says:
@ CSO: The other fleet is pacing us... it'll reach us 30 minutes after we meet the AQ fleet.

Host CSO_Rya says:
@ COMM: Hudson:AXO: I'll do that Lt. Taylor, but you need to know that he was unaware of the escort.

CMO_Gordon says:
@ ::Yawns::

Host AXO_Taylor says:
::Starts his report:: COMM: Europa: CSO: No I want to talk to him.

Host AQ_Fleet says:
<<< Pause Europa Mission, Stardate 10105.27, 21:26 Eastern >>>
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